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STATUS OF STATISTICS
An analys is ,  as o l  the 1Oth of  th is  month,  of  the current
pricing and inventory status trends in the TVRO industry.
Users of  th is  data are warned that  CJR 'samples '  key
OEMs and d is t r ibutors on the 1Oth of  each month to
determine t rends and averages.  Dealers wi l l  f ind th is
da ta  use f  u l  i n  p lann ing  the i r  own  pu rchas ing  schedu les
for  the coming 30 day per iod.

CURRENT PRIC ING/LNAS
For 100 degree LNAs,  50 dB gain,
purchase.
1)  Lowest  pr ice repor ted:

2)  Highest  pr ice recorded:

3)  Average pr ice recorded:

$329
$299

CURRENT SHIPMENT/LNAS
1) Greatest  decl ine repor ted:

2) Greatest increase reportecl:

3) Average 30 day change:-
CURRENT PRICING/ANTENNAS

1) Percentage repor t ing pr ice decl ines - 20o/o

Oo/o
-2oo/o

2)  Percentage repor t ing pr ice advances

3) Average 30 day change:

CURRENT SHIPMENTS/ANTENNAS
1) Greatest  decl ine reoor ted:-Non€

2) Greatest  advance repor ted: t27o/o

I18o/o3)  Average 30 day change:
CURRENT PRICING/RECEIVERS

1)  Pe rcen tage  repo r t i ng  p r i ce  dec l i nes ; -

2)  Percentage repor t ing pr ice advances:  -

3)  Average 30 day change *  1 1 o / o

CURRENT SHIPMENTS/RECEIVERS
1) Greatest  decl ine repor ted; -10o/o

*O8o/o2)  Greatest  advance repor ted:  _

3)  Average 30 day change:  *047o
EARLY WARNING (Next  30 days)

l )  Equ ipmen t  sho r tages  p red i c ted : 100'LNAs
2)  Equ ipmen t  su rp lus  p red i c ted : None

None
None

3) Biggest  downward pr ice move:

4)  Biggest  upward pr ice move:

I n  s u r v e r y i n g  i n d i v i d u a l  O E [ / s  a n d  d i s t r i b u l o r s  f o r  l h e  r a w  d a t a  t h a i
goes  in to  the  above month ly  summary .  CJR p ledges  comple te
anonymi ty  to  r ts  sources  .  Dea lers  a re  asked NOT lo  contac t  CJR fo r
rn lo rmal ion  on  lowest  p r ic ing  or 'g rea tes t  dec l rnes  re te renced here :
our  p ledge to  sources  is  unbreakab le l  N4any issues  o l  CJR do.  however .
c o n l a i n  i n s e r t  l l i e r '  s h e e t s  f r o m  O E M s  a n d  d i s t f l b u t o r s  a n n o u n c i n q
( a s  I n  a d v e r t i s i n g )  c u r r e n l  m a r k e l i n g  s p e c i a l s

CWO terms, 3 lot

$29s

-?oo/o

t20o/o
-08/"

None
20Yo
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MrollflomrMmulo
DISTRIBUTION. One of the key ele-

ments in the equipment flow chain has
become the equipment distributor. The'Ten Big Distributors'aside, there are
numerous medium sized distributors
who account for a surprising amount of
equipment mobility each month. With
new off-shore products coming into the
marketplace very rapidly during 1984
(see CSD for January), the existing dis-
tribution system will be taxed and chal-
lenged repeatedly. We take a dual-
sided look at the existing distribution
chain this month to lay the ground work
for a better understanding of the prob-
lems facing the'middle men'of our in-
dustry during 1984.

LAWSUITS.  A TVRO dealer  in
Wichita, Kansas has been hauled into
court by the local cable operator
charged with violating a wide range of
federal laws and statutes. At the root of
the problem is the competition home
TVROs have otfered to Kansas cable
operators.

CABLE. The Federal Communica-
tions Commission has ruled that indi-
vidual states, such as New Jersey,
may not create rules and regulations to
oversee MATV/SMATV operations on
private property. With state regulations'pre-empted,' the growth potential of
private cable systems seems bright in-
deed.
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NEW PRODUCTS/
SERVICES

APPOINTMENTS

LAWSUIT Settled
A lawsuit brought by R.L. Drake Company against Channel Master

Satellite systems has been settled out of court. Drake had alleged that
Channel Master was violating copyrights owned by R.L. Drake by
producing a product in Taiwan and importing that product into the U.S.
satellite market. Channel Master denied the charoes and as ol 1
December Channel Master has replaced the conlroversial model
6128A receiver with a pair of new units; the 61 29 and 61 30 receivers.
Drake has dropped the claims against Channel Master and the law-
suit.

ANTENNAS/Accessories
CHANNEL MASTER (Ellenvi l le, N.Y. 12428; 914/647-5000) has

introduced a new 8', non-motorized TVRO (system) at a competitive
price: $2195 suggested retail. The dish portion is fiberglass, the 24
channel receiver has push button tuning with automatic polarity
switching, LED digital channel display, center tune and signal level
metering, channel scan and a builfin modulator. The system is de-

CHANNEL MASTER'S new I foot antenna syslem.

DPAKE

rt

]-t

NOTICE TO READERS
CJR is provided without charge to Dealer Members of SPACE, the national trade association for the home TVRO industry in theUnited States. This contributior to SPACE is made by CJR Limited in ihe recognition that a strong nationil deater base is essential to thecontinued maturity of the TVRo industry. CJR is publiihed as the mid-month coipanion to cso 1c6of i-di"ilit; Digest) and is availabte tonon-members of SPACE for a nominal subscription fee; see fine print at bottom of page one,'this'issue.
Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) are encouraged to submit new produ-t releases as well as news of personnel appoint-ments and changes to cJR Assistant Editor carol Graba (cJR, P.o. Box 100ti58, Fort Lauderdale, Fl. 33310) tor'consioerati6ji inopublication here' OEMs, distributors and others who wish to'reach'the mid-month TVRo dealer m"ri"tpli." "r" encouraged to talk withCJR's Ms. Graba concerning advertising programs available in CJR (telephone 3051/7'l-0S0s weekday! O"tw;n s AM and 4 pM easterntime).
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signed to withstand winds to 100 moh.
REGENCY ELECTRONICS, lNC. (7707 Records St., Indianapo-

lis, |n.46226; 317/545-4281) is now producing a single piece 90 inch
dish using computer design techniques. The SA 9000 dish has an
optimized feedhorn design (.3 f/D) with a single post mount and
(single) jack screw adjustment for orbital arc tracking.

R.L. DRAKE CO. (540 Richard St., Miamisburg, Oh. 45942)
announces the APS24 antenna positioner system to move the satel_
lite dish from one location to another. The unit features a dioital
read-out of the antenna's position and has a suggested retail pricl of
$499.

aPs 21 ANTENNA POSrrrOrrrO SYSTfr

l-
U

DRAKE'S new APS 24 antenna positioner control box.

RECEIVERs/Accessories
LOWRANCE ELECTRONICS, lNC. (12000 E. Sketty Drive, Tut-

sa, Ok.74128) has announced a new design approach to TVRO
receivers called 'System 70.'The new modular designed units have
detent tuning, polarization control switching, built in modulator, scan
tuning and wide / narrow audio bandwidth. Model 70X is the 'standard'

unit while the 70S is a stereo version with decoders tor both matrix and
discrete stereo sound tuning. Both models have a full one year war-
ranty. Low threshold performance with cable runs of up to 1,000 teet is
featured.

LOWRANCE'S new System 70 series TVRO receiver.

NEW PRODUCTS/ continued on page 1S
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DISTRIBUTOR PROFILE:
FROM SNOW MOBILES

TO TVROs

FROM SNOWMOBILES to Home Terminals
One of the more growth prone areas of the home TVRO terminal

industry during the past 12 months has been the distributor level of
selling. The industry began as a one-step selling process;the original
equipment manufacturer sold directly to the end user. AVCOM, Inter-
nalional Crysal (lCM) and others began in this manner.

Then installing dealers came into the picture; buying equipment
from the OEMs and packaging the various parts (antenna, LNA,
receiver, modulator and cables) into complete, installed, systems.
The dealers brought the expertise of installation to the marketplace,
allowing home users who did not have the ability or inclination to install
their own to still have the advantages of a TVRO system. The marke!
place stayed in the 'two-step mode' (OEM to dealer to user) for about a
year and those early dealers will tell you that it was not always a tun
period. You bought a receiver in Oklahoma, an antenna from Alaba-
ma, a modulator from Nebraska, an LNA from California and hoped
you could round up the special cables and connectors wherever they
might be available. This was obviously not the most efficient system
for equipment re-dislribution and so along came the first equipment
distributors; firms that initially offered 'in-stock' delivery of all of the
parts and pieces required for a complete installation. That eliminated
the burden of shopping nationwide for the required parts, but it pre-
sented new problems. Now the inslalling dealer found a middle man
between himself and the original equipment creators, and as the
industry's volume grew it became more and more ditficult for the
dealer to get his technical and instal lat ion questions properly
answered. lt also created a direct service or reolacement oroblem:
when something did not work, as it came out of the box, or quiiworking
after a short initial operational interval, the dealer was forced to deal
with the distributor rather than the OEM for reoair or reolacement
assistance. lt didn't always work; the dealer otten found the distribu-
tor less than enthusiastic about backing up the equipment sold.

More recently, the full service distributor has come into the marke!
place. He offers more than a ready stock of hardware; he augments
this with formal training, in-house repair ability, selling aids, advertis-
ing and promotion assistance, and even assislance in finding dealer
financing for both 'flooring'and consumer selling. This leads us to one
of the newer firms in this field, RSI/Recreational Sports & lmports,
lnc. (2436 North Woodruff Ave., ldaho Falls, ldaho; 2081523-5721).
The firm President is Gary Olsen, a man with more than twenty years
of distributor experience in a variety of 'unusual product' areas.

Olsen's TVRO business began because an old school chum,
Doug Dehnert of United Satellite Systems, insisted that Gary try out a
satellite system.

"Doug and I were not only old school mates, but some years ago
when Doug was with Artic Enterprises, he used to bring me out
outdoor recreation vehicles to try out." Artic was d large manufacturer
and importer of things like Snow Mobiles. Olsen recalls he was reluc-
tant about his first TVRO.

"ln those days, some three years ago, a TVRO cost nearly
$9,000. lthought this was going to be an expensive'toy,'but ltrusted
Doug's judgement and pretty soon not one but three 1 2 foot terminals

GARY OLSEN/ President ol Recreational Sports & lmoprts, Inc.,
ldaho Falls, ldaho. "We have seen the business 'explode' in 12
months."

arrived on my doorstep.
"What am I supposed to do with the other two? | asked Deh-

nert."
"Sell them, for enough money, so you can keep your own for 'free,"

was the resoonse.
Olsen did jusl that but even though he found the product 'fantastic'

and a real attention getter, his business instincts lold him the system
was not going to be a big marketplace item. "Frankly, | 'played'with

being a dealer, at first, because there are always a few people who will
and can afford to buy something 'neat' like this, regardless of price."
One year ago, this October? "We did 924,000 in TVRO sales,"
remembers Olsen. Not exactly big time for Olsen's firm that had
climbed as high as $8,000,000 in annual sales with outdoor recreation
vehicles, including motorcycles.

"Then one day we traveled to Montana to take in a seminar put on
by AV Electronics, There I was shocked to see a complete system
being promoted for g1 995. That did it. I knew from our experience with
outdoor vehicles, spas and so on that there was a magic price barrier
being broken here. Your market for terminals at $2,000 each was
infinitely larger than terminals at say $5,000 each. The time was ripe;
now it would happen!".

Olsen had been following the growing TVRO industry, but not as
closely as he now admits he should have been. "When I saw what AV
was offering, I instantly knew that we were 8 months behind. I had a
feeling that about 8 months after this point in time, there might be a
terminal otfered for $2000 retail. AV Electronics did it first in our part of
the country, and I instantly decided that I had 8 months of catch up to
do if we were going to be a real distributor."

In the next 8 months RSI devoted full time and attention to the

J Rr/C"op"r James Report
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TVRO marketplace. By September of 1983 the firm's monthly gross
sales, at the wholesale level, had spurted ahead to $700,000; a
growth of 29 times. From a handful of dealers who were also 'playing,'
RSI was over the 130 dealer mark by this past October."Our bankers are In shock," grins Olsen. "When the outdoor
recreation vehicle business was very good, we had climbed up to $8
million in annual sales. Then as the slump in the economy set in and
people were less inclined to lay down $2,000 for a snow mobile or
$3,000 for a trail bike, we watched in dismay as our annual sales
slipped down to $2.7 million. The bankers probably figured we were
going to slide off the boftom of the page at any time. Then along came
the TVRO boom."

ls the boom real? Or is this just a Hula Hoop craze that will top otf
and slowly go away?

It is totally real according to Olsen. "l cannot speak to the validity of
needing a TVRO in more densely populated areas where television
service is available. But I can tellyou that here in the northwest and the
mountain states, a TVRO is no toy; it is almost a necessity for rural
people."

An example, from Olsen's early days as a distributor.
"From the outdoor recreation vehicle days, I had a former dealer in

Wise River, Montana. This is a town so small that both sides of the sign
have the same wording on it; "You Are Entering Wise River, Monta-
na." We did the same thing to a snow mobile dealer there that Doug
Dehnert did to us. We sent him a terminal and told him to install it for
himselt. And this was back when terminals cost far more than 92,000
each.""'l haven't been to a movie in six years,' the fellow protested to
me," recalls Olsen. "'And I never watch TV either'." Olsen remem-
bers looking at the man's TV reception. "l wouldn't watch TV either if
that was all I got! One very poor channel, filled with snow."

The fellow fell in love with with the TVRO. "He would call me up at 1
AM in the morning. 'Switch to transponder 13!', he would command,'and see Gallagher!'. He wanted to start selling them instantly. I told
him to wait, until the price came down."

Well, the price did come down and as of mid-October the dealer
had moved more than 50 terminals in about seven months time. He
was a rancher and once per week he drove to Dillon. Montana to act as
auctioneer at a caftle yard. "The guywas a natural; he knew everyone,
he believed in the product, and he was extremely enthusiastic."

What type of person makes a successful dealer?"The Indlvldual, not the facility," believes Olsen. "Not everyone
in the distribution business believes this. of course. Some of those
around us believe that you have to limit your diskibution to established
consumer electronic centers; places that sell TVs and stereo units. I
believe that you have to find a person like our man in Wise River who
is so excited about the product that he infects everyone he talks with.
Some of our dealers operate glass shops, one fellow operates a'Rock
And Satellite TV Store'!"The TVRO dealer, the successful one, evolves. We have sales
people on the road who are always interested in opening up a new
dealership for us. That's the name of our game. But my people have
strict instructions nol to 'go looking' tor people; don't try to 'talk'
somebody into being a TVRO dealer. Let them talk you into being
able to handle your line of equipment; make them prove to you they
have the interest and enthusiasm to make a go of the business."

What about the facility?"We have tried to avoid the on-the-road type of selling operalor;
the guy who travels from town to town hauling a trailer load ol dishes
peddling them off of his truck. I insist that our dealers get support from
us. That means they get a thorough schooling in how a TVRO works,
how it installs, how to trouble shoot it if there are problems. Then we
make sure they undersland how you create sales leads, what you do
with a lead to qualify the person, how you make a presentation and
close the sale.'ThetypicalTVRO dealer is not asophisticated person;he may not
yet be a professional either. But our own internal goal is to at least turn
him into a professional seller and installer even if we can't make him
sophisticated in the process.

"We want our dealers to have a base of operations; a shop, with a
fully manned telephone. We want them to know how to help get their
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customer financing, if required. We provide both training and assis-
tance in helping the dealers get local bank or consumer financing
support. We also help the dealer get his own credit house in order so
he can stock equipment; a floor-planning arrangement. You have to
do all of these things because the marketplace now demands that you
do more than simply receive equipment in one door, stamp it, and ship
it out the next door. That era is all over for the industrv."

Olsen remembers his own days as an early dealer. And he recalls
receiving receivers and antennas and hardware which didn't work
when they came out of the box, or worked for a short period of time."We woud call the factory and they would say, 'talk to the distributor
you bought it from.' So we'd call the distributor and he'd tell us, in
effect, 'don't call us unless you want to order another unit. Don't bug
us with your service problems.' I knew that was wrong, that the
industry was not going to grow if that type of aftitude prevailed. You
were not going to hand a person with no technical education a $4,000
pile of microwave hardware and then turn him loose and not offer to
help him over the rough spots. The world was simply not ready for
that."

ll the $2,000 price banier played an important part in Olsen's
approach to the industry, one might suspect he is into'selling low ball
systems.'"Not at all," he retorts. "l have a very finely honed view of the
importance of say a $1995 or even $1495 retail priced package. First
of all, I instruct all of our people to be completely honest in describing
such a system to a potential buyer. We must never overrate the
system, we must never tell people it is something that it is not. But we
do use it to get people into dealer shops."

ls that not playing the price leader game?"Of course it is. Look, price leader merchandising is not illegal nor
is it dishonest. Every retail market in the world does it. Your grocery
store runs specials each week to get you to shop there. Your auto

OLSEN - 'You don't go Into a new car showroom and get a

lecture on crank shafts.'

dealer advertises stripped down versions of a car. The appliance
dealer otfers a 19 inch color TV for $249.50. Price leader advertising,
merchandlslng, is not immoral or illegal. What you do with the
customer after they get into the store . . . that is where the problems
begin."You have to get people's attention. That's why you advertise.
That's why you engage in marketing programs. A low priced system
does get people's attention. Now that you have his attention, you have
to hold that attention. You do this, or at least we do this, by totally
avoiding the intricate details of satellite powers or the Clarke Orbit belt
or what have you. People could care less about that; they want to
know and see the results, not how you get there. How many people
walk into a new car agency and get a full pitch on crank shafts?
Nobody. What they get is a pitch on how smooth the car runs, where it
will get you, and the price. That's it. I make sure our dealere under-
stand the satellites and the Clarke Orbit belt, just because they don't
want to appear ignorant when that one in twenty customers asks them
a question about it. But we avoid all of that information and as quickly
as possible we help the potential customer put their own hands on the
system controls. We get them tuning in the transponders, the audio
and so on. We do this on the system that is priced low; we want them
to see and touch and use that system.

"Pretty soon the salesman says, 'However, look over here. Try this
out.' He directs their hand at a 'dish mover.' The customer wants to
know what that does."'For a few more dollars, you can move the dish from inside, in
your easy chair. You can change satellites and get many new chan-
nels; here, try lt!'."That makes a smooth transition; it gets the customer from the low
ball priced system to a slightly higher priced system. Naturally they
want to know how much more money. You tell them and they chew on
that for awhile. Now that you have them sold on the concept, and they

i
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Chqnnel MqsleJ,.,
lhe industry's leqding supplier
of home eqrth stqtions *;r
wqnls to give you
q beller look.
Video sotellites moy orbit on the edge of the greot unknown,
but when you consider investing in sotellite-reception, you
better know exocfly whot you're gettin g. Thot incluiles eq uip-
ment, seruice ond your supplie/f reputotion.
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the optionol SATSCAN* molorized dish control onO you
hove o full feolure system thot wiil sotisty me niosi
discriminoting customer.

Ehannd lWastet' f,,,tffi

Phyllis Fisher
Chonnel Mosler DiMsion of Avnet, Inc.
CJR,| 283, Ellenvitte, Newyork 12428 (914) 647-5000

Tell me more oboui lhe CM Sotellite Soles System
(Alfoch business cord, if oppropriofe)

CIW-STATE

PHONE (DMsion of Avnet, Inc., Ellenville, New york ,1242g

Pleose check one: tr Consumer tr Deoler



are comfortable with the idea and have played with the controls
themselves, you slide into stereo tuning and hand held remotes for the
receiver. And that leads to the next higher priced package, naturally,
and without resentment.

"The customer will stop at the level where he is no longer comfort-
able. You don't have to ask anything except'would you like to see this'
or 'would you like to try this?'. The customer finds his own level ol
stopping and you respect that. And that is what we teach our dealers."

What if a person really does want the manually operated, low ball
priced system?

"No oroblem. We sell alot of them. To a rancher in Montana with
one or two regular channels of TV, an 8 foot dish locked up on F3R
offers 21 more channels than he is now getting. To that person a
$1995 system seems like a tremendous improvement for not that
much money. Besides, we make sure the customer has been ex-
posed to the better systems and if they make the lower-level pricing
decision on their own, we don't fight it. Every customer knows what
price level they can handle, initially, and we accept that. Our job is to
explain, carefully and patiently, all of the options available to them and
what those options will cost."

OLSEN On Dlstrlbutlon Patterns"They are getting better. When we first got into the business, the
OEMs were selling to distributors, to dealers and to end users. lt was
tough being a dealer when the same equipment you were trying to sell
was also being sold to any consumer who happened to have the
telephone number of the OEM."That is befter now, but with some OEMs there are still problems.
Back door selling, or selling 'off the dock' to anyone with the money is a
sure way to destroy the distribution network for a product. The manu-
facturer has to keep in mind that if he depends upon distributors to
take a share of his product, or all of his product, he must support
them. lf the OEM won't stand behind the distributor, fully, the OEM
won't have a distributor. lt is just that simple. lf the distributor fails, or
drops a product, then the dealers also sutfer. We all have a stake in
how the distribution system works."

How serlous ls In-flghtlng between dlstrlbutors?"Not nearly as bad as il once was. Everyone was trying to be a
'national' distributor, shipping coast to coast and border to border.
There were no 'territories,' in actual fact nor respected. What has
happened is that distributors, such as ourselves, have found that we
cannot do a good job of providing equipment AND service to p€gple
half way across the United States. The sales were simple enough;
make them and ship the equipment. But then when there are delivery
or equipment problems, those problems magnify by the distances
involved. We started late as a distributor. and we have tried to avoid
servicing anyone outside of our immediate area."There is some exchange of equipment between distributors, in
the same area. But not nearly as much as there may have been a year
or two ago. When I am out of 1 00 degree LNAs, chances are the other
distributors around me are also. Or will be within days. We try to
maintain a good, cordial relationship with other distributors around us
however because the door swings both ways; we may have some-
thing they need today. Tomorrow, they will have something we need."

How does the present evolution of the TVRO industry, and its
distributing patterns, compare with some of the product lines you have
carried for a longer period of time?"Everyone has to learn the same general things in the same way;
by first hand experience. I remember when the Snowmobiles first
came out; one of the primary suppliers tried to turn each of their
motorcycle shops into a Snowmobile dealer. lt fell flat on its face. The
Snowmobile units sat on showroom floors or in warehouses. The pipe
line filled up the first year and then stopped. Very few of the motorcycle
shops really understood or cared aboul the type of person who was a
potential customer for a Snowmobile. Since the shop owners didn'l'dig'the Snowmobiles and what they did, the products spent the entire
first season just taking up space. By the second season, they had it
sorted out. They found people who liked the Snowmobile concept and
made their dealers. The same thing has proven to be true with TVRO
systems. To sell one, you have to llke them. You have to appreciate
whal they do, and how much they can do for a user. lf the seller thinks
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"The dealer must come to recognlze that servlce ls the most
lmporiant thlng he has to sell."

of it as just a 'fancy TV antenna system' they will never be successful
in selling them."

What about the fall equipment crunch? What has that done to you?
"Rememberthat a year ago we were barely in the business. This is

our first fall, but we anticipated a large increase in sales. Inspite ol
that, we were out of product to deliver by the end of September;
everything we had been promised by the OEMs for October was
pre-sold, before we got to October."lwould have liked to have had more equipment to move. But that
obviously was not going to happen so we have used the no-new-sales
period to refine how we do things. I am particularly interested in
increasing consumer awareness of TVRO. I want to try to educale lhe
consumers before they come to our dealer's stores and by doing this I
believe we can greatly increase the tratfic to our dealers. I also want to
be sure that the dealers have the total in-store appearance of being in
a retail, high-tech business. To do this we are developing point-of-sale
materials; brochures, posters, counter top cards and so on. I want our
dealers to be able to have their stores 'say something' about what they
do. A TV set or two, a couple of small boxes and a control or two sitting
on a table is not effective merchandising. A customer should walk into
one ol our dealer's shops and immediately know he has entered'another world'; a place where all of the world is at his fingertips. I feel
we have to get all of our present dealers up to a professional level
before we go out and spend time and money increasing our dealer
network.

systems per
A dealer ought to be selling no fewer than 3 to 4 complete
?ms oer week. lf he is not. and he is workinq at it full time, thereis not, and he is working at it full time, there

reason whv he is not. That reason? That theshould only be one valid reason why he is not. That reason? That the
marketplace is simply too small. Any other reason is not valid. lf he is
not getting enough sales leads, we want to help him get more leads. lf
he is getting enough leads, but he is not closing enough sales, we
want to find out why. Either his technique needs more polish or he
needs to have a better way to get them financed."

Let's talk about llnanclng. lsn't it tough to get local financing for a
TVRO system?"Very tough. The only people who getfinancing to buy aTVRO are
those people who have sufficient collateral to justify the loan. Now
that's pretty basic about anything, but in this case the TVRO ltself has
no loan value. To borrbw $3,000 for a TVRO, the borrower has to
have something more than $3,000 in equity, in say his home, which he
is willing to put on the line until the TVRO is paid for. That's not a good
situation."l like what I read and see about the SFPC plan. That can only help
the dealer. I am not sure that initially it will cause the number of sales to
increase, at least not dramalically. But what I believe it will do is
increase the average cash value of a sale. Now a person can be
moved 'upward' to say a $3,000 sysiem from a $2,000 system be-
cause he can finance some or all of the purchase.

"Thls will call for increased prolesslonallsm on the part of the
TVRO seller. The guy selling is going to have to understand some-
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thing about human nature. You will be in a position to help people
figure out their monthly budgets, to see if they can handle a monthly
payment. There is a technique to do this properly and it will demand
that we all develop our professional attitudes."There is a technique we have used, on a limited basis where we
could get financing for our dealer's customer's; we draw the attention
of the consumer to what cable costs in a major, say ldaho, urban
market. The monthly numbers for cable service here, if the subscriber
takes all of the services available, run to as high as $64 a month. Now
we can take that $64 a month and say to prospects, 'Here is what you
could get for $64 a month,' and list all ol the cable seryices. Thenwe
can say,'NOW, lookatwhatwe can give you forg64 amonth'!, and list
all of the satelllte TV services. The monthly payment program will be a
very useful tool. And that 72 months? That's tremendous!"Anythlng that glves the dealer more tools to work wlth hag
got to be good for the lndustry. We recently started providing our
dealers with printed hand out literature; sheets that are customized
with the dealer name and address and telephone number on them. In
small towns, getting sheets printed can be a problem. We do that for
them because it increases their professional image, and ultimately
makes more sales lor the dealer."

What ls the blggest problem, right now, in the consumer area of
TVROs?

"No question; educatlon. Can you imagine how this industry
would grow if people knew about what we have to offer? lf you start off
fresh with a person who has seen one, or read about one, it takes no
less than 15 minutes to get that person up to speed where he under-
stands what you are saying. The very first time you try this with a
casually interested person, they walk off thinking they have been
listening to science fiction. lf this industry could get together and pool
its resources to launch an intensive educational campaign, we'd grow
by a factor ol ten the first year we did that. There would be no stopping

OLSEN -'Anythlng that glves the dealer moretools toworkwlth

has to be good for the Industry.'

us!
. 

"The average sales person can't do it. He can't do it properly
because his own training hasn't been adequate. So we have to start
with better training for our own people. lmagine putting together a well
thought out, well planned televised program that takes the peoplb ol
the.industry through a simple explanation of a system, what it does
and what it offers. Now put that on satellite and reach hundreds or
thousands of dealers all at one time. lf we could teach our own
people how to make a proper presentailon, then we'd have all of
those missionaries out there to spread the word."There is so much we have not done, the suggestions far out-
number our ability to perform. I hope that in our next growth phase we
approach the consumer education process with some professional
help. That would help the industry tremendously.

WHAT'ABOUT Starter Systems?"The low ball or 91995'starter system'gets you ,in the door.'lt
allows you to talk about the advantages of satelliie TV to a potential
cu-stomer withoul having him shut you out of his mind. When you start
oJf at $2995 or $3995 you immediately turn otf a high percentage of
the p_eople; even many of those who can afford a better system.
. 

"Itr." starter system gets you 'into a person,s mind' so you can
keep his or her full attention while you build the story and create the
consumer's awareness of what a system can do for them."With orr approach to hands-on operation, making the potential
user actually operate the system and tune in the channels, you also let
them find out for themselves that the starter systems are usually more
difficult to operate. Certainly there is a substantial iifierence between
push-button tuning with automatic fine tuning, and rocking a small
tuning knob back and forth to find the best pictule. So in a seri'se, a low
F4d system helps you sell up in the process of allowing the custom-
er to operate it. First lhey operate a g'l 995 system, then they operate a

rT------------�
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$2995 system. Invariably they will say something like, 'l think the
picture is better on this one' (indicating the better system), and then
say something like, 'This one certainly operates easier.'That's kind of
having the best of salesmanship. Theequlpment doesthe selling;the
salesman is simply a 'guide'to the customer, helping him or her on
their first'space voyage'."

But what about the profit margin? ls the dealer being fair to himself
when he trims the price on any system, low-end or high end?"lf you end up making a one hundred dollar bill after all of the time
and trouble of putting a system in someone's yard, you are cheating
yourselt. The first time you have to make a service callto that custom-
er, you find yourself realizing lhat even that $100 is now gone."lf you don't malntaln a falr proflt, you cannot afford to treat

the customer properly after the sale."We tell the dealer to'be professional'; sell yourself and sell your
service. Attach a value, in the customer's mind, to having you avail-
able for service, as a back up when something goes wrong. We want
our dealers to be stable, permanent Darts of their communities. And
without a reasonable profit? He cannot be either stable or oermanent.
Nobody is served by cutting margins so close that dealers come and
go from the business."The other edge of this is that if you give the customer good
seryice, because you feel you owe it to the customer, the customer will
stay happy with the system he bought from you. And every happy
customer becomes a salesman for yoq. We feelthai every system that
goes in potentially can sell as many as four additional systems for the
dealer. A happy customer is going to infect other people with ,satellite
fever' and the more enthusiastic the customer is, the more likely that
he will Pring you more customers."When you set outto glve peoplethe cheapest posslble prlce,

you are forced by clrcumstances to also glve them the
cheapest posslble equlpment backed up by the cheapest
posslble servlce and warranty pollcy. You cannot bulld a iong
term buslness by followlng that phllosophy."

DISTRIBUTOR
SURVEY
(Fall '83)

The September CJR went to the front lines to find what was
working and what wasn't at lhe dealer level. The results were interest-
ing, and sometimes surprising. Each level in the distribution chain has
its own challenges, opportunities, and its own set of problems. This
month we.surveyed major.distributors of TVRO equipment, again
finding their viewpoint somewhat different than one iniltrt trave 

-pre-

dicted. The following represents the results of those inierviews. We
have followed somewhat of the same format as the dealer survey,
asking the same questions of all those interviewed, giving plenty 6f
time for additional comments and views, and omitting names in oider
to stimulate open communication and frank and candid comments.
This is what we found.

HOW HAS THE ROLE OF EOUIPMENT DISTRIBUTOR
CHANGED IN THE PAST YEAR, IN THE TVRO FIELD?
. Virtually all the distributors felt that the role of the large distributor
has undergone major changes in the past year. Once ufon a time all
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you needed to be a major distributor was some venture capital,
something you could loosely call a warehouse, a phone line or two,
and an ad in CSD. Product was scarce, and the demand was great,
and you didn't have to be a marketing genius to meet the need. This is
self evident by the number of 'distributors' who have come and gone.
Unfortunately some of those who have 'gone' didn't do the industry or
a large percent of their customers a great service. Those who have
remained are generally those who have approached the market in a
businesslike fashion, understanding those nasty details of life such as
net profit, customer service, reliability, and many more. "Dealers are
much more sophisticated today than ever before." "Product is now in
good supply and dealers have much more latitude to pick and choose
their distributors, and they do, based many times more on the integrity
and reliability of the distributor than on product lines or price. Dealers
with some exoerience have learned the lesson well that there is more
to becoming successful in this business than finding the cheapest
equipment available, and selling it at the lowest price. Some have
learned some hard lessons at the school of hard knocks relative to
buying below standard equipment and selling it so low that there is no
profit to cover failures, service calls and other problems. They are
picking their products much more carefully now, and being just as
selective with their suppliers." Distributors are finding that they must
not only otfer a good product line, but also provide dealer (and some-
times end user) support to claim their share of the market. Asked what
type of 'dealer support' dealers were expecting (and getting more than
in the past) those surveyed mentioned service information backup by
telephone, installation and service training (by more than a few) and
close contact with their dealers when there are problems with equip-
ment, supply shortages, etc. Overall, we found that dealers are seek-
ing out'full service distributors,'and those who are finding success are
meeting this need.

ISTHE DISTRIBUTION BUSINESS MATURING OR IS ITSTILL
PRETTY MUCH A BOOTSTRAP BUSINESS?

A quick look at the volume of equipment being moved monthly and
the number of dollars involved will tell you that more than a few of the
major distributors have left the 'bootstrap' stage far behind. This
volume (and those dollars) have both forced and allowed them to offer
the full service mentioned above to their customers. All surveyed
responded that equipment distribution today is indeed big business,
and no arena for the faint hearted or the undercapitalized.

THERE HAS BEEN A RECENT TREND, REGENCY IS AN EX-
AMPLE. FOR A NEW OEM IN THE INDUSTRY TO ALIGN W]TH
PERHAPS EIGHT TO A DOZEN KEY DISTRIBUTORS BEFORE
BRINGING THE PRODUCT TO THE OPEN MARKET, IS THIS A
GOOD CONCEPT FOR THE INDUSTRY?

Now Margaret, you never get everyone to agree on everything, but
this is one area that most of those surveyed think that this is not just a
good idea, but a fantastic one. A very small percentage felt that all
products should be put on the open market and allow the product to
find its own niche, most did not. Most echoed the sentiments that
throwing a product up for grabs, and allowing every Tom, Dick, and
Harry to buy it for distribution does the end user and the industry as a
whole no favor. "When there is totally open distribution, to all callers,
without requiremenls as to minimum purchases, customer service
and training, supply backup, and other considerations, the door is
thrown open for those 'fast buck artists' to jump in and low ball
equipment to the end user, without providing the services the custom-
er deserves. All control over pricing levels (to allow the overhead
expenses of a full service distributor/dealer) is lost, and those who are
unqualified (or underequipped) to properly market and install the
equipment muddy the water for those who are." The great majority of
those surveyed are convinced that when distribution is limited to those
willing to commit to volume purchasing, and those maintaining orga-
nizations to fully service the dealers, the industry and the customers
are better served. "Those doing it right, and receiving fair market value
to cover the overhead to support their full service operation are not
faced with competition of those 'hit and run' operations." CJR found no
instance of attempts to fix prices or gouge their customers, but those
major distributors offering substantial dealer backup can now com-
with those who do not. With a limited number of qualified distributors,
the OEM, dealer, and the end user are betler served, according to the
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distributors surveyed.
HOW GLOSELY DO YOU MAINTAIN CONTACT WITH OTHER

DISTRIBUTORS IN THE FIELD?
(Do distributors generally cooperate in moving warehoused mer-

chandise around or is it a situation that when one distributor gets low in
one product area, such as LNA's, that distributor is stuck without
inventory until the OEM can ship his product?) Here you might be
somewhat surprised. In the midst of egos, company pride, and stiff
competition between the various distributors, CJR found that most
maintain close contact with many (if not most) of the other diskibutors,
especially those handling many of the same product lines. Do they
really 'share' product with another distributor . . . yes they do, on
occasion. CJR found most distributors to be very professional
businessmen (and businesswomen too, let's not forget real pros like
Candy and Sally among others) and their respect and kinship with
otherS of like ethics and professionalism overrides their competitive
spirit. lf they are able to meet their shipping commitments and provide
needdd equipment for a fellow distributor without hurting their opera-
tion, they usually do so.

IS THE TVRO INDUSTRY DISTRIBUTORSHIP BUSINESS
HEALTHY TODAY?

lN AWORD. . . YES. 100%of thosesurveyed saidthatalldistribu-
tors operating in an ethical and prolessional manner has all he can do
to maintain his supply and fill his orders, and service his customers. All
reported gains (most of them very substantial) with no end in sight.

MOST ELECTRONIC HARDWARE IS  D ISTRIBUTED
THROUGH FIRMS THAT HANDLE EVERYTHING FROM TV SETS
TO RAW PARTS. THE SATELLITE INDUSTRY DISTRIBUTOR
LARGELY OPERATES OUTSIDE OF THAT CIRCLE AND THERE
ARE THOSE WHO FEEL THAT ULTIMATELY THE SATELLITE
DISTRIBUTOR, HANDLING ONLY TVRO HARDWARE WILL BE-
COME EXTINCT. DO YOU SEE THAT HAPPENING?

This was a tougher question for most of those surveyed. Frankly
most have all they can do at present to meet the demand for the
product lines in stock, and there hasn't been unusual amounts of time
to dwell on this area. Many of the distributors have broadened their
lines substantially during the past twelve months, but although the
lines consist of many products, most are directly or indirectly related to
the TVRO field. Some are now (and some have been) offering related
equipment (projection TV, VCR's, standard televisions, monitors,
stereo equipment, etc.) but the majority distribute primarily TVRO
components only. Some feel that for the forseeable future TVRO's will
still be a highly technical product, with the dealer requiring a special-
ized distributorotTVRO equipmentto back him up. "Although you can
go to many areas and see the local electronic dealer or TV retailer
offering TVRO equipment, these operations have never been a real
factor in the total sales picture. TVRO's remain a specialized field, and
those, both at the dealer level as well as the distributorship level, who
focus on this field are moving the vast numbers of systems. I don't see
that changing." "TVRO's are not clock radios that you can take home
and plug in, and dealers in this sophisticated equipment will continue
to have a need for a specialized distributor to provide the equipment,
and the backup needed." The question is always there that the day will
come when'majors'in consumer electronics will move in, but due to
the nature of the equipment, most don't see that happening in the near
future.

DISTRIBUTORS HAVE BEEN CRITICIZED BECAUSE DEAL.
ERS FEEL THAT VIRTUALLY ANYONE WHO WALKS IN OR
CALLS IN IS GIVEN PRICING EITHER IDENTICAL TO OR VERY
CLOSE TO THOSE PRICES PAID BY LEGITIMATE INSTALLING
DEALERS. tS THIS A PROBLEM? tF SO, HOW tS tT (OR CAN rT
BE)WORKED OUTTOTHE SATISFACTION OFTHE INSTALLING
DEALERS?

None of those surveyed felt that this was an ethical practice, and of
course none of them would admit to doing it, at least on the surface.
Most responded that it can be somewhat ditficult at times to verify just
who is a'qualified'dealer and who isn't. Few distributors are going to
have the time or resources to research the business history of every
prospective buyer, and all of course are in business to move their
product. lt doesn't take much these days to have a few letterheads or
business cards printed, and anyone can be a 'high roller' over the
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telephone. Requiring all dealers (especially those in their 'start up'
mode) to buy in quantity is impractical in many cases, and there are
not too many other ways to screen them. After talking at length with
those surveyed, CJR is convinced that the great majority of the major
distributors simply are not interested in these'one time' buyers, and
do not wish to risk the good relations with their dealers by resorting to
this practice. Those surveyed responded that various methods are
being utilized to screen out these'non dealers' by requesting a busi-
ness license, tax number or some other evidence of an actual busi-
ness. Most distributors feel that this is a minor problem, and is over-
stated in most cases, and that there will never be a complete solution.
All were quick to say that in the isolated case when it happens, and it is
brought to their attention by one of the bonafide dealers, it is not
repeated. Those surveyed also indicated that this problem is more
prevalent among those quasi-distributors and dealer-distributors than
among the ranks of the full service major distributor.

HOW DOES YOUR BUSINESS VOLUME COMPARE WITH
ONE YEAR AGO TH]S MONTH?

All of those surveyed reported that their business has grown by
leaps and bounds during the past year. Remember that CJR sur-
veyed, for the most part major distributors, and those who have been
around for a while. The largest gain reported was S20% (from a
relatively new distributor) and the lowest was a whopping 230%, with
an average of over 300% overall. With the prices dropping at a rapid
rate over the last 12 months, CJR wanted to ascertain whether this
increase was in volume (the number of systems sold) only, or in actual
monetary increase. No hesitation here, all reported that they were
increasing dollar volume in the percentages quoted. One mentioned a
new warehouse facility in the 52,000 square foot range, in addition to
their previous facilities, and others mentioned equally impressive
operations. There is no question that the industry, and TVRO distribu-
tion in particular has become big business, and continues this growth
pattern.

WHAT COMPONENT OF THE HOME TVRO SYSTEM GIVES
YOU THE MOST PROBLEMS AT THE DISTRIBUTOR LEVEL?

The responses here varied greatly from those given by those on
the dealer level. Dealers were queried as to the problems related to
installation, servicing, failure, turnaround time for replacement for
equipment that had failed in the field, etc. Distributors, due to the fact
that most failed equipment is returned to the OEM, face more prob-
lems with supply shortages. Mentioned most were LNA's. Although in
good supply during the relatively moderate sales months of the sum-
mer, distributors are again scrambling for shipments of LNA's to meet
their commitments as sales soar during the peak season. Those
distributors that get into the chain when equipment fails and has to be
serviced or replaced followed the same pattern as CJR found when
surveying dealers, namely motor drive systems, with LNA's coming in
second.

WHICH COMPONENT GIVES YOU THE LEAST PROBLEMS?
The responses here are fairly predictable, and were virtually

unanimous among those surveyed . . . Receivers led the pack fol-
lowed closely by the reflector (dish). Receivers have arrived at a point
where they are quite reliable, and seldom fail, and are in good supply.
That is not to say that there are not good receivers, and better
receivers, only that they do what they are expected to do at their level,
in most cases, with little attention. Back to the fact that distributors are
usually speaking in terms of supply when they speak of problems, the
size and weight of the receivers allow ease of shipping and ware-
housing, and the numbers needed are predictable, and in good supply
in most cases. Many are now buying dishes in numbers allowing them
to bring them in by the truckload (many times their own truck, or one
owned by the OEM) and this makes their life simpler. Many distribu-
tors have handled their particular lines of these basic components for
some time now, and their procedures and supply lines have become
established with the glitches being worked out long ago.

WAREHOUSING OF ANTENNAS HAS NLWNVS BEEN A
PROBLEM. ARE YOU IN BETTER SHAPE TODAY THAN A YEAR
AGO FOR WAREHOUSING?

Again the responses were positive among the majority. Those
responding in the negative tied the problem (of today compared to last

year) to unprecedented groMh. Prosperity, growth, and the dollars
that come with it has allowed many to build/buy/lease more space
than in the past to allow purchasing in quantities that keeps them
competitive, and gives them supply depth for their dealers. When
questibned as to the OEM cooperation in the areas of better/smaller
packaging, units that lended themselves to more efficient handling
with less damage and problems we received mixed responses. Some
have done very well to streamline and standardize their crating, most
have not. Many distributors feel that packaging is still a problem with
too many of otherwise fine products. Mentioned most were not small
packages that make for easy handling, but rather strength in packag-
ing, that stands up to the rigors of the distribution process, and arrives
at the final destination intact. Most would invite more engineering
energy and thought to be given to this problem. Mentioned also was
the fact that dishes themselves (in this day of petalized and lightweight
mesh dishes) are easier to store and ship than in previous years.
While the dish will always be the largest and most unwieldy package to
handle, most major distributors have the space and equipment to
make them up to the task. Better packaging to keep things intact when I
the truck driver takes over is more of a problem. !

WHEN SOMEBODY COMES ALONG WITH A NEW PRODUCT.
A FIRM THAT IS NOT A VETERAN IN THE BUSINESS PARTICU-
LARLY, HOW DO YOU EVALUATE THAT PRODUCT?

Again, prosperity and growth has changed the way most large
distributors go about things. Once upon a time you pounced upon
most anything you could get out of the supply line; not today. Most
dislributors are quite comfortable with their current product line, and
while always wanting to stay at the forefront and constantly peer into
theircrystal ball looking forthat next'winner,'it's now big business and
they look before they leap, several times, because for them it's usually
a leap of some dimensions, and that first step can be a costly one. lf
you think that most distributors today grab the newest and cheapest
you haven't been looking closely as of late. Big numbers bring big
dollars . . . or big problems when things go wrong. lt's one thing to sell
a few units of the newest whiz bang, but when it only whizzes for a
short time then goes bang all at once, and the distributor has several
hundred (or several thousand) in the field that becomes a headache
that even Excedrin won't cure. Respondents to the survey at the major
distributor level say they now have the means and resouices lo looi at
new products very closely, field and bench tests, they consider
marketing approaches, packaging, shipping requirements, and many
other factors. "We are at the point that having extensive testing by
independent outside sources, as well as in-hiruse staff is no longer a
luxury, before committing the resources necessary to field a new
product. lt is more cost effective to find the tlaws up front by far." Not all
distributors can handle this type of extensive testing, but their volume
now demands careful consideration of any new unit, and they are
employing more sophistication in their evaluation, and playing hard-
ball with would be OEM's.

WHAT RECOMMENDATIONS WOULD YOU MAKE TO SOME-
BODY WHO WANTS TO GET INTO THE DISTRIBUTION CHAIN
WITH A NEW PRODUCT?

Several differing responses were received here. By far the run-
away leader has to be the suggestion to utilize limited distribution as
discussed previously. Virtually all the major distributors surveyed
consider this the method to allow proper distribution of quality compo-
nents, allowing orderly distribution through the chain, with fair profit at
each step, without distributors and dealers having to compete with'lowball' pricing from those offering little or no service or customer
satisfaction, with the lack of the facilities and resources to properly
represent the product. Many also commented on the new OEM bring-
ing the new component to market with independent or documented
test results and specifications relating to the product's capabilities.
Most new products arrive with only the PR department's optimistic
claims as to "THE BEST" and "THE NEW STATE OF THE ART" (how
many times have you read that). "A larger percentage of the budget
needs to be devoted to R&D with published results that can be
evaluated by those in the distribution chain."

WHAT IS THE BIGGEST PROBLEM THAT YOU HAVE WITH
DEALERS?

Responses here fell into the following categories: Lack of technical
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knowledge, lack of the capital to allow more orderly purchasing (need-
ing it yesterday because he sold it last week), lack ot sales training,
and the improper use of noncompatible components. Distributors
consislently report that as many as 70-80% of the components re-
turned needing repair or replacement are not due to equipment failure,
but to either improper installation ("he smoked another one") or
misguided trouble shooting leading to the return of the wrong compo-
nent. Many distributors (perhaps out ol self defense) are initiating
programs for technical and sales training for their dealers.

WHAT COULD DEALERS DO, OR BE AWARE OF TO HELP
RESOLVE THE PROBLEMS?

Short concise answers here . . . read the instructions, follow the
steps in sequence, communicate with your supplier betore trying your
latest 'step saving' idea, read the updates published by the OEM's and
distributors relating to product changes and modifications ("some
dealers evidently are convinced that reading is a more serious sin than
adultery and not as much fun") and be sure that the component that is
returned for reoair is the one that is broken.

WHEN EOUIPMENT IN DEALER HANDS OUITS, WHAT IS
YOUR INVOLVEMENT IN GETTING THE UNIT REPAIRED OR
REPLACED?

All distributors surveyed reported that they always get in the
process when needed (many times it is not necessary), and added
that if the dealer has the proper documentation ot the purchase of the
equipment that direct-to-the-OEM return is the fastest and simplest
method of realizing a fast turnaround.

DO YOU ROUTINELY PROVIDE BACK UP EOUIPMENTWHEN
A DEALER HAS A FAILURE?

Yes and No. Some do, others don't under any circumstances.
Most responding reported that this is a real problem (the 'loaner' is no
longer new and cannot be sold as such) and feel that it is part ot the
dealer's business to maintain enough stock to cover his problems
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while awaiting repair or replacement. Most admitted although, that
they bend the rules and perform this service for the regular volume
dealers.

WHAT STEPS DO YOU FEEL THE INDUSTRY CAN OR
SHOULD TAKE TO MAKE THE AVERAGE MAN IN THE STREET
MORE AWARE OF TVRO AND WHAT WE HAVE TO OFFER?

The majority responding called for more national advertising to the
consumer by the OEM. "The wise OEM will devote more of the
advertising budget toward directing the consumer's attention to his
product, thereby increasing his sales." Others feel that dealers should
redirect their marketing strategy toward reaching a higher percentage
of their marketplace by more creative use of the media and local
promotions. Distributors seem to feel that the marketing job belongs to
the OEM ("it's his product") and the dealer ("it's his business") and
that the role of the distributor is that of supplying quality product and
providing technical support for those products.

Distributors are not the most interesting people to talk to, they are
just too busy these days to spend much time talking about it, there
always seems to be fourteen phones ringing, and the UPS truck is
backing up to the door. Some have attended to detail, and chosen
products very carefully, employed sound business principles, and
have seen their business grow beyond all predictions. Others have
not, and many have not prospered. Without question, one of the most
important decisions the budding dealer will make is in his selection of
his distributo(s). Some are saying the day of the'national distributor'
is on the way out, that in the coming days we will see regional
distributors prevail, offering service, backup, and close communica-
tion and cooperalion along with their products. Meanwhile, the de-
mand for those products continues to grow at a quickening pace,
keeping distributors puffing to keep up with the myriad of new product
and needs of their respective dealers. On a clear day you might even
see Charlie Ergen pitching in and loading trucks in a three piece suit.

UNDERSTANDING
BASIC CATV

SYSTEMS

UNDERSTANDING The System
CATV, or, 'Cable Television.' A method of distributing, via coaxial

cable, one or more television channels of information, education and
entertainment in a 'secure' mode, so that only those television receiv-
ers which have authorization to be connected to the 'system' and
receiving the'programs' may do so.

CATV actually stands for 'Community Antenna Television' be-
cause when lhis technology first evolved in the late 1940's such a
system was used on a community by community basis to bring televi-
sion reception to homes located in areas where direct, roof-top-
antenna reception was not possible. The one, singular, antenna was
erected for shared use by the entire 'community' and therein is the
derivation of the 'community antenna' concept. -

It was in the early 1960's that the 'community antenna' concept of
the system grew into a more sophisticated and complex system and'community antenna'was dropped in favor of 'cable.' The cable, an
essential ingredient to the system's operation, seemed like a more'neutral' description of what the system did since many of the program
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channels being offered to the homes passed by the cable system were
not received from the 'community antenna' at all. Rather, they were
programs brought to the home viewers via microwave relay, f rom local
studios or ultimately from video tape and film sources. years later
satellite delivered programming would also be added to the 'mix.'

The basls for cable is improved reception. Throughout the
world, television programming is transmitted via relatively short wave-
length transmitters; VHF (or very high frequency) and UHF (ultra high
frequency) waves to be precise. lt has been a physical limitation of
such wavelengths from the dawning of their first use that they seldom
pass through or beyond obstacles. Hills, trees, buildings are but three
of the more or less 'solid' objects which block the transmission of such
wavelengths.

This leads to something called 'line of sight' or more simply put, the
requirement that if a home is to receive.a high quality, stable, and
reliable television picture from a VHF or UHFtransmitter, the receiving
antenna erected at the home must have a 'clean and clear view' of the
transmitting antenna. Television transmitting antennas are typically
installed atop tall towers, or on hills and mountains to provide them
with the greatest 'reach' and best 'line of sight' transmission to the
maximum number of homes.

However, people do build homes and towns behind ranges of hills
or deep in canyons or behind 60 story skyscrapers and all of these'obstacles' act as a shield to prevent quality reception of the transmit-
ted signals. And that brings us to the cable TV system operator.

lf the transmitting antenna is 'blocked' by one or more obstacles,
for the home viewers, then the most obvious answer is to find a
location as near to the blocked region as possible where a 'clean,

clear' view of the transmitting antenna is possible. That is where you
will erect your own receiving antenna and as a cable television system
operator, you will then proceed to connect each of the homes in the
blocked region to the single, master, 'community' antenna.

THE SYSTEM Component Parts
There are three basic parts to the cable television system:
1) The receiving antenna(s),
2) The coaxial cablewhich will connectthat receiving antenna(s)
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to the individual homes, and,
3) The signal amplifiers which will maintain the level or strength

of the signals on the coaxial cable as those signals travel lrom
the master antenna receiving 'station'to the individual homes.

In the very earliest of CATV systems, a single coaxial cable line
was installed from the master anlenna and run to the homes. As the
cable passed by each home a 'splice' was made in the cable, in the
form of the letter 'T,'with the signal coming from the anlenna entering
the'T'at the upper left  leg on the'T'and passing on to the next home
using the upper right leg of the'T.'A second cable, run from the master
cable into the home and to the TV set, made up the longer leg of the'T.'
It worked, but not very well. The element missing was something
called 'isolation.'

Each time a home receiver was connected to the master cable an
electrical 'imbalance'was added to the system. As a practical matter,
when one home turned on its receiver the level of signal reaching all
other homes on the system dropped. Or went away entirely. Or, bad'ghosting' (multiple images on the screen) appeared. To resolve this
early problem, a technique was developed using a device called a'tap.' The tap's purpose in life was to 'isolate' each of the homes
connected to the master cable so that use of one receiver connected
to the line did not mess up receplion for the other homes connected to
the system.

However, this was not the total answer because as CATV grew in
areas where there were many-many homes per block, it became
apparentthat as you installed dozens of 'tap'devices on the same line,
in close proximity to one another, you were right back where you were
in the earlier days with straight 'T branch' line splicing; the taps
interacted with one another and those homes located closest to the
master antenna received relatively good reception while those homes
located towards the 'ends' of the system received much poorer recep-
t ion.

The tirst solution to this problem was the development ol the'trunk' and .'feeder' system. The signal(s) lrom the antenna were
carried into town and throughout the town using a 'master' cable
called a trunk. The lrunk was never used for dlrect connection to a
home; rather it was kept 'pure' as a means of canying the best
possible quality signal(s) from the antenna to areas within the town.
Then at locations of every few blocks or so, a special type of signal
amplifier called a 'bridger' was installed. The bridger was like an
oversized letter 'T' except that rather than having one single output
line il might have two or four output lines. These lines were amplified in
the bridger station and then they became the coaxial cable 'sub-
system'which would wander up and down the streets and alleyways
making it possible for the individual homes to 'plug in' to the service.
The concept behind the bridger was that it would provide both ampli-
fication and 'isolation' to the signals and by separating the 'feeder
lines' that fed signal to the homes, only small segments of a communi-
ty (such as a few blocks) would be directly connected to the antenna
through the same equipment. This was a gigantic step foMard for
cable technology because it resolved the problems associated with
too many homes connected to the same lines at the same time.

The earliest CATV systems brought to subscribers no more than
three channels at a time. Typically, these would be stations found on
the cable dial on VHF channels 2,4 and 5, or,2,4 and 6. Early cable
operators found that if you went to the subscriber's receiver with
stations on every dial position (2, 3, 4,5 and 6 for example), you
created an almost impossible situation for the TV receivers. Between
the master antenna and the individual homes, there were many
opportunities lor one channel (such as 3) to become weaker or strong-
er than those nearby to it (such as 2 and 4). The strong one would'override' the weaker ones, at the home receivers and at each amplify-
ing station, and pretty soon as the signals went further and further
from the antenna only the strong signals survived. This problem was
caused by two factors:

1) The television receivers were not ot a high quality in that era
and they lacked 'selectivity'; the ability to separate for clear
viewing weak stations located in a dial position next door to a
strong signal.

2) The amplification equipment in use by the cable operator
lacked an etfective 'AGC,' or, automatic gain control system.
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AGC is a circuit that insures that the signal leaving an amplifier
station stays constant or stable when the signal coming into
the station varies up and down in signal level.

By'spacing'stations on non-adiacent channels, the TV set portion
of the problem was largely resolved. The amplifier stations, however,
st i l l  ran 'hot 'when signal levels cl imbed upwards, or 'cold'when signal
levels faded.

At about the same time an effective AGC system was being
developed, the technology of cable line amplifiers was improving so
that cable systems could carry on cable not only the 'low band'
channels between 2 and 6, but also the 'high band'channels between
7 and 13. A companion improvement in coaxial cable manufacturing
techniques was also taking place. Let's see what all of this was about.

Coaxial cable has a loss factor; for every foot of cable the signal
travels through, there is a calculable amount of degradation or loss in
the signal strength. This loss is sensitive to the operating frequency or
wavelength of the signals being transmitted. The higherthe frequency
of the signals, the greater the loss of the cable. A signal on TV channel
13, fof example, can weaken at nearly twice the rate as a TV signal at
channel 4. To compensate for this factor, better quality cables had to
be developed. And, the design of the amplifier stations became more
rigid.

Bemember that the object of a cable system is to deliver to
subscribers signals which are clear in quality and clean ol interfer-
ence. Having clear, clean pictures at the master antenna receiving
station site is of no ultimate value if the cable system designer 'loses'

that clear quality on the way to the home.
And since the higher band (channel 7 to 13) signals were being

made weaker by their passage through the cable at a rate nearly twice
as rapid as the lower band channels (2 through 6), it was this factor
which held back the expansioh of lhe early systems beyond the basic'low band only' amplifier stations. The first 'all band' cable system
amplifiers appeared at about the time that the now familiar aluminum
jacketed coaxial cable became available. Prior to that time, the cable
available to wire up a community was a slightly larger version of the
RG-59/U cables we are all familiar with; RG-6 or RG-11 or some
similar type of oversized 'drop' cable. The losses in the flexible 6 or 1 1
type cables was high when compared to the losses of the solid
aluminum sheathed cables, and since cable loss is one of the prob-
lems associated with a cable system, the appearance of lower loss
(aluminum sheathed) cables, and, amplifiers capable of useful per-
formance on the high band (channels 7 to 13) channels happened
coincidentally. With this development came the first'7 channel' CATV
systems; typical ly using channels 2, 4, 6,7,9, 11 and 13.

As you might guess, inspite of improvements in equipment design,
there were still 'AGC'oroblems with the amplifiers since we were still
not using the fully available spectrum (all channels from 2 to 13). lt
had been found that if the cable operator could maintain very precise
levels on each channel, that even low quality television receivers
would perform with reasonable quality pictures when immediately
adjacent channels were not used on the system. But the precise
control of individual channel levels required very good AGC systems
to insure that individual channels did not wander around (up or down)
in signal strength levels anyplace in the system.

At this point in time (1961-62) virtually all of the CATV amplifier
station equipment was built using 'tubes.'You remember tubes; they
were those oversized 'bottles' of glass filled with filaments and
screens and plates that glowed in the dark when power was applied.
Tubes had one interesting characteristic of their own. The worked at a
certain level of performarice when they came out of the box, new, and
then they began to deteriorate. With an amplifier station that used
tubes the cable operator could make certain adjustments to force the
early version AGC systems 'track'the signal level changes. But those
adjustments were only good for that particular day or time of day since
changes in air temperature, voltage changes within the amplifier
stations and a myriad of other uncontrollable factors would atfect the
performance of the AGC system during the next 24 hours or days or
weeks. With dozens or hundreds of cable system amplifiers spread all
over a community, the only way to insure that the quality of pictures
people received at 6 PM was the same quality they received at 6 AM or
12 noon was to go around and adjust every one of the amplifier
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stations several times each day. That was totally impractical, of
course. So as long as that design limitation persisted, the cable
operator.avoided using adjacent channels (2, 3, 4) since he knew that
rl. he did the up and down signal levels on the cable line would
alternately degrade first one channel and then another in the cable
viewer homes.

,, The.birglcs of CATV systems will continue in the January 1984
issue of CJR.

NEW PRODUCTS/ continued from page 2

B.L. DRAKE CO. (540 Richard St., Miamisburg, Oh.; 513/866_
11) is now shipping their new model ESR24 inirared conrroile.l2421) is now shipping their new modet ESR24

remote operated receiver. The unit includes scan tuning, digital LED
display, 'touch memory' switching with LED indicators. fixed anddisplay, 'touch memory' switching with LED indicatois, fixed and
vanable audio subcarrier tuning, a crystal controlled modulator and
connections for Polarotor I switching. Automatic switching between'local'T_V reception and satellite TV-reception is also inclu:ded. Sug_gested list price is $895.00.

DRAKE has also announced a new model VS35 Video Selector
system which allows the user to perform switching between satellite
TVteception, conventional TV ieception, cableiV service, home
VCR units, home computers or video games. Multiple outputs allow
use of up to a pair of television receivers and a VCR unit. The
suggested list price is $165.00.

SATELLITE TECHNOLOGy SERV|CES, lNC. (2310-12 Miilpark
Drive, St. Louis, Mo.) recently renewed its supply aqreement with
Sweden's Luxor AB manufacturer. Luxor's line oi fVnO receivers
were initially introduced to the North American marketplace by STS at
the fall of 1 982 STTI trade show. The new contract allows STd to work
independently of Luxor in the creation of other TVRO products, such
as down converters. STS recenfly completed design work on a dual-
conversion down converter unit and expects to mrke application forpatents for the unit shortly.

DISTRIBUTION
GENERAL INSTRUMENTS has opened a new divisional sales

headqu,arters in Tucson, Arizona. During the formal opening of lhe
sales office, Gl conducted a four day sales training seminar-dealing
with_the firm's TVRO systems packige.

Gl has also announced the seledtion of Singer products Com_
pany, Inc. for the overseas distribution of the Jenold and Taco/Jenold
product lines. Singer has been marketing American electronic prod_
ucts overseas for more than 45 years.
^- LADY J of Midvale, Utah has moved into a new, expanded facility

(6864 South Cottonwood St., Suite 1, Midvale, Ut. A/iOlZ; BO1/566:
5532). In addition to the major product lines including Dexcel, Ampli-
ca, MTl, KLM and Sat-tec, ttre distribution firm hii innounceA their
own line of TVBO antennas called the ,Space Angel.' From the new
facility, Lady J now offers an engineer-staffed tech-nical HOTLINE for
nationwide assistance to dealers; any dealers, whether they purchase
from Lady J or not. The special number for the technical assistance is
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801-2-55-4471 (dealers calling must pay for the calts).
MICRODYNE CORPORATION oi Ocala, Florida has announced

the appointment of Tele-W_ire Supply Company (East FarmingdaL,
New York) as a stocking distribuior ior the'Microbyne line of TVRO
equipment. Tele-Wire also operates branch warehouse and office
facilities in Pennsylvania, Florida, Texas, lllinois and California.

PROMOTIONAL

. Eagan & Associates and the National Satellite Cable Association
have announced a series of lour Z-1/2 day seminars for SMATV/
private cable system entrepreneurs throughigg+. five half_day ses_
sions dealing with marketing, engineeringl contracts, local lawjcom-
munication law and methods of funding are included. Dates and
locations planned are January 23/25 (illonterey, Ca.), April 23-25
!_Clr]g"Sol ll.), JLrty !!-25 (Washington, OCy and October zi_Z+ lNeworteans, La.).  For information, cal l  904/237_6106.

Eagan & Associates has also announced a new package of ser-
vices to assist the SMATV/private Cable Operator in ,taunjhing' the
marketing of a new system. Included are special four color broch-ures,
rour cotor program preview hand-outs, and door hanger announce_
ments to advise residents of a cabled area that servic-e is now avail_
able. For information, contact Larry Hannon at 904/237_6106.

NASDA, the National Association of Satellite Dealers of America,
has moved into an. expanded .,|200 square foot facility in Salt Lake
urry. Ine new tacttity is equipped with an industry ,library,' research
center and training facirity for dearers from throuqhout ail of North
America. A run down of NASDA activities is avlilable from gO1/
566-5603.

NETCOM has sub-let transponder 1X (2) on Westar V to The
University Network, effective this past November 1st. The University
Network hones to be a television arm of the Faith Center Church in
Glendale, California offering national and international training and
seminars via the transponder.

TRANSPONDER TV GUID,E is yet (anolher) satellite program_
T,.LS^S^ul9e_ offering a monthty tistinj of ail progiamming cani6d on
SATCOM 3 and 4, Westar 4 and S,-Comstir 3-and 4 aid Galaxy t
satellites. The publication acgeols_no,wholesale priced' advertising
and is intended to assist the TVRO dealer in making sales. Dealers
can subscribe in any quantity for 920 per year. Inforitalion from 71S
Washington St.,  Ayden, NC 28513; 919/746-3589.

BUSINESS Reports
Birdview Satellite Communications of Olathe, Kansas has de_

cided to postpone indefinitely the sale of an additional $5,000,000 in
company securities in the public market following another upbeat
quarterly-earnings report. Birdview had gross sales of 96,00g,779 and
a net profit of $507,7^35 (equjvalent to $0.07 per outstanding share) for
the quarter ending Septemher 30th. Birdview currently s6lls its sys_
tems through more than 600 dealers in 39 states.

BIZ NET, the American Business Network, continues to expand its
private video conference network. They are now offering fiims the
opportunity to be 'Biz Net Conference Associates,' acling-as a local
coordinator and serler of Biz Net conference activities. For full informa-
tion, call 2021463-580S.

California Ampllfier recenily offered 1,000,000 shares of ,com_
mon stock' and thus became the most recent industry entry into the'public sector' market from our industry;The funds generated', approx-
imately $12,000,000, are being used io expand thd firm's operations.

CALENDAR/ Through January 31st
JAN 16/18: Low Power Television conference, Disneyland Hotel,
Anaheim, Cal. (cail 203/852-O5OO)
JAN 23125: NSCA/Eagan Associates SMATV-private Cabte
ygl$nop in Monterey, batifornia (call Larry Hannon at 904/237-
61 06).
JAN 24126: MATV/CATV/LPTV/TVRO/SMATV Technicat semi_
nar hosted by Blonder Tongue Labs, Inc. at Holiday Inn Airport,
9gyllllglet_ln Ailanra (ca[ Betty Karas at 201/679:4000).
JAN26127: Tenestrial Intgrference Seminar sponsored by Micro-
wave Filter Company in (E) Syracuse, New york (call Bill-Bostick
at 315/437-3953).
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